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Housing the elderly in nineteenth-century Derbyshire: 
a comparison of almshouse and workhouse provision 

Clive Leivers 

Introduction 

One of the aims of the research project currently being undertaken under the auspices of 
the Family and Community Historical Research Society (FACHRS), highlighted in a 
recent editorial in this journal, is to establish the contribution made by almshouses to the 
‘mixed economy of welfare’.1 One element of this assessment will be to compare the 
extent of residential accommodation provided by almshouses and workhouses in the 
second half of the nineteenth century. In his survey of the populations of Hertfordshire 
workhouses, Nigel Goose found a ‘pronounced skew towards men amongst elderly 
inmates’, and suggested that one possible reason could be the ‘relative provision of 
almshouse accommodation for men and women’.2 This article contributes to that 
assessment by evaluating the relative contributions of almshouses and workhouses in 
the county of Derbyshire for residents aged 60 and upwards based on an analysis of the 
relevant Census Enumerators Books (CEBs) for 1851, 1881 and 1901. 

The study area 

At the end of the nineteenth century there were 35 almshouses in Derbyshire; in mid-
century there were 32 with seven new foundations between 1851 and 1901 more than 
compensating for the four almshouses that had closed during that period. There were 
nine post-1834 Poor Law Unions (PLUs) in Derbyshire, each with their own workhouse, 
at Ashbourne, Bakewell, Belper, Chapel-en-le Frith, Chesterfield, Derby, Glossop, 
Hayfield and Shardlow. Six of the Unions comprised exclusively Derbyshire parishes; 
the other three also covered parishes in neighbouring counties: Ashbourne included 15 
parishes in Staffordshire; Hayfield included the Cheshire parish of Disley; and Shardlow 
included 15 parishes in Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire. Nine Derbyshire 

1 Local Population Studies, 75 (2005), 6–7. 
2 N. Goose, ‘Workhouse populations in the mid-nineteenth century: the case of Hertfordshire’, 

Local Population Studies, 62 (1999), 52–67.  
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almshouses were located in parishes served by Unions in other counties—Leicestershire, 
Nottinghamshire, Staffordshire and Yorkshire. So, in drawing comparisons, those PLUs 
including non- Derbyshire parishes have been excluded from this analysis, as have 
Chapel-en-le Frith and Glossop which contained no nineteenth-century almshouses and 
Hayfield which included only one almshouse in its area—a foundation of 1880 at New 
Mills. This review will therefore concentrate on the Unions of Bakewell, Belper, 
Chesterfield and Derby. 

Bakewell covered some 50, mainly rural, parishes within the White Peak, with its 
workhouse—opened in 1841—able to accommodate 200 inmates. There were two long- 
established almshouses in Bakewell and Cromford and a new foundation at Matlock was 
opened in 1898. Belper comprised 35 parishes to the south of the Bakewell Union and 
had an industrial character (45 per cent of the population were employed in 
manufacturing and 12 per cent in mining in 1851), with fair-sized towns at Alfreton, 
Belper, Ripley and Wirksworth.3 The union workhouse opened in 1840, with a capacity 
of 300. There were five almshouses in the territory of the union—at Belper, Duffield, 
Holbrook, Morley and Wirksworth. Chesterfield Union embraced 141 square miles and  
34 parishes in the north-east of the county, with small towns at Bolsover, Clay Cross, 
Dronfield and Staveley; Chesterfield itself was the largest town in the county after the 
county town. The area was a mix of industrial villages—mainly coalmining and iron 
manufacture which accounted for 20 per cent of the population—and some agricultural 
parishes with almost 28 per cent of the population employed in farming and breeding.4 
The workhouse was built in 1839 to accommodate 300 paupers. There were two 
almshouses in the town of Chesterfield (merged into one new building in 1875) and 
other foundations at Newbold and Staveley. Derby Union essentially comprised the five 
parishes of the county town and three immediately adjacent townships which were to be 
incorporated within the town boundaries by the end of the century. So the whole PLU 
area was essentially urban in nature with 56 per cent of the population engaged in 
manufacture and 10 per cent in domestic service.5 The original workhouse (built 1837–
1838) could provide accommodation for 300 but was replaced by a larger structure in 
1878. In 1851 there were four almshouses in the town but in the last decade of the 
century the institution founded by Bess of Hardwick had closed. 

The composition of workhouse and almshouse populations  

Table 1 sets out the basic data from the three decennial censuses used in this exercise. 
The total number of workhouse inmates increased significantly over the 50 years, from 
575 in 1851 to 1,294 in 1901, particularly in Chesterfield and Derby, with the former 
showing almost a fourfold increase and Derby an increase of 330 per cent. Bakewell saw 

3 A.D. Smith, The Derbyshire economy in 1851 (Derby, 1977), 7–8, 34. 
4 Smith, Derbyshire economy, 8–10, 34. 
5 Smith, Derbyshire economy, 35–6. 
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only a slight increase of 27 per cent, mainly in male inmates, with Belper experiencing a 
similar degree of growth and gender distribution. 

At every date, the majority of inmates were male, with proportions ranging from a bare 
majority of 51 per cent in Bakewell in 1881 to 70 per cent in Belper in 1901. The 
proportion of over 60s also grew over the period, rising from under one fifth in 1851 to 
almost a half 50 years later. In 1851 and 1881 the figures are more or less comparable to 
those in earlier studies; in the examples used by Hinde and Turnbull the proportions 
ranged between 18 per cent in Basingstoke in 1851(very close to the Derbyshire figure of 
19 per cent) and 38 per cent in Leicester in 1881 (10 per cent higher than the overall 
Derbyshire figure, although for the urban PLU of Derby the proportion was also above 
30 per cent). The Hertfordshire results for 1851 reported by Goose give a higher figure of 
30 per cent with a sex ratio (male per 100 females) of 236. By 1901, however over 40 per 
cent of residents in all four workhouses were aged 60 and above, as was the case in 
Hertfordshire in 1891.6 

Analysing the population over the age of 60, throughout the period there was a 
preponderance of elderly male inmates, particularly in Chesterfield and Belper: 90 per 
cent in Chesterfield in 1851 and 80 per cent in Belper in both 1881 and 1901. Apart from 
the Derby in 1851, where 54 per cent of elderly residents were male, the proportion of 
elderly male to female was consistently above a ratio of 2:1, with about one third of the 
female inmates being over 60.    

The data for the residents of almshouses presents a more varied picture due to the 
residential qualifications determined by the founders. Of the three institutions in Bakewell 
PLU, one was for single men (Bakewell), one for widows (Cromford) while Matlock 
provided for single women or married couples, though the great majority of residents 
here were widows or spinsters. The emphasis on provision for women becomes more 
apparent in the figures for elderly residents, with two-thirds being women in all three 
enumerations. In Chesterfield Union the only almshouse catering for men was that at 
Staveley, which took both sexes. Despite one of the three original almshouses in 
Chesterfield being endowed for three men or women, by the nineteenth century no men 
were in residence, so 80 per cent of inmates were women, most aged over 60.  

The reverse situation applied in the Belper Union. Two establishments (Wirksworth and 
Morley) were exclusively male; the other three catered for both men and women, who at 
Duffield and Holbrook had to be over the age of 60. The census data reflects this gender 
balance with male residents, both overall and 60 plus, being in the majority at every 
census.  

6 A. Hinde and F. Turnbull, ‘The population of two Hampshire workhouses, 1851–1861’, Local Population 
Studies, 61 (1998), 38–53; N Goose, ‘Poverty, old age and gender in nineteenth-century England: the case of 
Hertfordshire’, Continuity and Change, 20 (2005), 360–2.  
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Table 1       Age Profile of Derbyshire workhouse and almshouse inmates  

     Total 60+     Males 60+  
1851 Total  

residents 
M F No. % No. % of total 

60+  
   No. % of total 

60+  
Bakewell          
Workhouse 112 59 53 19 17.0 14 73.7 5 26.3 
Almshouses 16 8 8 9 56.3 3 33.3 6 66.7 
Belper          
Workhouse 206 112 94 24 11.7 15 62.5 9 37.5 
Almshouses 21 13 8 18 85.7 12 66.7 6 33.3 
Chesterfield          
Workhouse 95 60 35 20 21.1 18 90.0 2 10.0 
Almshouses 22 4 18 17 77.3 3 17.6 14 82.4 
Derby          
Workhouse 162 98 64 46 28.4 25 54.3 21 45.7 
Almshouses 79 31 48 59 74.7 26 44.1 33 55.9 

Total          
Workhouse 575 329 246 109 19.0 72 66.1 37 33.9 
Almshouses 138 56 82 103 74.6 44 42.7 59 57.3 

    Females 60+  

1881       
Bakewell          
Workhouse 112 57 55 20 17.9 14 70.0 6 30.0 
Almshouses 17 7 10 11 64.7 4 36.4 7 63.6 
Belper          
Workhouse 238 145 93 76 31.9 61 80.3 15 19.7 
Almshouses 28 15 13 21 75.0 12 57.1 9 42.9 
Chesterfield          
Workhouse 330 173 157 78 23.6 54 69.2 24 30.8 
Almshouses 27 4 23 19 70.4 2 10.5 17 89.5 
Derby          
Workhouse 508 291 217 157 30.9 115 73.2 42 27.8 
Almshouses 83 22 61 67 80.7 19 28.4 48 71.6 

Total          
Workhouse 1,188 666 522 331 27.9 244 73.7 87 26.3 

Almshouses 155 48 107 118 76.1 37 31.4 81 68.6 

1901          

Workhouse 142 85 57 58 40.8 38 65.5 20 34.5 
Almshouses 19 6 13 17 89.5 6 35.3 11 64.7 
Belper          
Workhouse 254 179 75 120 47.2 96 80.0 24 20.0 
Almshouses 20 13 7 17 85.0 11 64.7 6 35.3 
Chesterfield          

Bakewell          

Workhouse 364 231 133 157 43.1 115 73.2 42 26.8 

Almshouses 21 2 19 20 95.2 2 10.0 18 90.0 
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Three of the almshouses in Derby provided for both men and women, including that run 
by the Liversage charity, which was the largest establishment in the county with over 50 
residents recorded in the census returns. The fourth institution was one of the three 
almshouses in the county devoted to housing the widows of Anglican clergymen. But 
here again the majority of residents were female, with overall more than two-thirds of 
those enumerated being women; the proportion of over 60s was broadly similar. 

A preliminary analysis of the results from the FACHRS project, based upon a sample of 
7,655 census entries for the years 1841–1901 from nine counties (with a distinct skew 
towards south-east England) indicates that three-quarters (74.39 per cent) of almshouse 
residents were female, with ratios ranging from 4.76:1 in Middlesex to 1.44:1 in Norfolk.7 
The equivalent ratio for the Derbyshire almshouses found in the study area covered in 
the present survey is 1.89:1, although the result for almshouses in all Derbyshire PLUs 
comes a little higher, at 2.2:1. 

Drawing these findings together in a comparison of workhouse and almshouse provision 
for the elderly, Chesterfield in 1851 saw a virtual equality in overall numbers although, 
as stated earlier, the majority of almshouse residents were women. 1881 and 1901 show a 
significant growth in the provision of male places in the workhouse, rather less marked 
for women, but by the end of the century twice as many aged women were housed in the 
workhouse than in the almshouses, while the workhouse continued to dominate 
provision for men. 

The almshouses in Bakewell Union in both 1851 and 1881  housed virtually the same 
number of elderly women as did the workhouse, By 1901, however, despite the opening 

7 N. Goose and S. Basten, ‘Almshouse residency in nineteenth century England: an interim report’, Family 
and Community History, 12 (2009), 69–70. 

Source:      Derbyshire Census Enumerators books, The National Archives, Kew   
1851 HO107 2142–4, 2147, 2149 
1881 RG11 3395, 3398, 3404, 3407, 3409, 3413, 3432–3, 3446 
1891 RG13 3214, 3216, 3221, 3224, 3248–9, 3262, 3288. 

    Males 60+  Females 60+  
1901 
(continued) 

Total  
residents 

M  F   No. % No. % of total 
60+  

No. % of total  
60+  

Derby          
Workhouse 534 330 204 256 47.9 175 68.4 81 31.6 
Almshouses 72 22 50 63 87.5 21 33.3 42 66.7 

Total          
Workhouse 1,294 825 469 591 45.7 424 71.7 167 28.3 
Almshouses 132 43 89 117 88.6 40 34.2 77 65.8 

Overall Totals          
Workhouse 3,057 1,820 1,237 1,031 33.7 740 71.8 291 28.2 
Almshouses 425 147 278 338 79.5 121 35.8 217 64.2 

    Total 60+  
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of the new foundation at Matlock, the three almshouses contained only half the number 
of elderly women that were found in the workhouse. Throughout the period under 
review there were significantly more aged men in the workhouse than had found 
almshouse places. A similar widening of the relative differences in workhouse and 
almshouse provision was found in Belper. There was no marked change in the number 
of almshouse residents over the 50 years but there were five times as many elderly 
workhouse residents in 1901 as there had been 50 years earlier—with an even greater 
growth in the number of elderly males. 

Derby saw perhaps the greatest change in the relative provision. In 1851 the four 
almshouses provided more places for the over 60s than did the workhouse, even 
(marginally) for men. Half of these places were found in the Liversage Almshouses, 
which played an ever larger role in almshouse provision in the town for the rest of the 
century as additional places were provided. But with the opening of the new workhouse 
in 1878, almshouse provision was overshadowed, and by 1901 the number of elderly 
workhouse residents had increased to the same degree as in Belper, with more than 
seven times the number of elderly men accommodated there than had been the case in 
1851. 

So, in broad terms, the findings confirm that—as in other areas of the country—the 
county’s almshouses were directed more towards the provision of sheltered 
accommodation for elderly women, while it was to the workhouse that majority of poor 
elderly men had to look for institutional accommodation. This situation became 
increasingly apparent by the end of the century. In 1901 there were 424 elderly men 
residing in the four workhouses studied compared to the 40 found in the almshouses, 
and exactly half of these were in the Liversage institution in Derby. For elderly women 
the situation was less dramatic at the turn of the century, with 167 in the workhouses 
compared to the 77 almshouse residents. 

One other measure of the respective contribution made by the two types of institution in 
providing residential accommodation for the elderly is provided in Table 2. This shows 
the number of workhouse/almshouse residents as a percentage of the total population 
over 60 in the four Union areas. Bakewell Union had the smallest increase in population 
over the 50 years but the highest proportion of elderly people of both sexes throughout. 
The percentage of the elderly in Belper stayed roughly the same throughout the period 
despite a steady rise in overall population. Chesterfield Union saw almost a threefold 
increase in population over the 50 years due, in some measure, to an influx of workers 
into the industrial sector, with ironworks expanding and the opening of numerous deep 
coal mines, but the proportion of over 60s changed far less dramatically, exhibiting 
virtually the same percentages in 1851 and 1901.8 Derby’s rise in overall population was 

8 P. Riden and D. Fowkes, Bolsover: castle, town and colliery (Chichester, 2008), 101–2; D Hey, Derbyshire: a 
history (Lancaster, 2008), 389. 
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Source:      Census enumerators books Derbyshire as for Table 1; population data from http://www.
visionofbritain.org.uk/ historical statistics/population/ age & sex structure.  

Notes:        Percentages in brackets show residents as percentage of over 60 population. 
* in 1890 one parish transferred from Belper to Derby which also gained one parish and part of 
another from Shardlow PLU.  

Table 2       Selected Derbyshire poor law union populations aged 60 and over 

 1851 1881 1901 

Bakewell        

Total population  14,753 15,127 14,909  15,613  16,220  17,441 
Total over 60 1,271 1,241  1,395  1,415  1,436   1,694 

% over 60 8.6 8.2 9.4 9.1 8.9 9.7 
Resident in workhouse 14(1.1%) 5(0.4%) 14(1.0%) 6(0.4%) 38(2.6%)  20(1.2%) 

Resident in almshouses 3(0.2%) 6(0.5%) 4(0.3%) 7(0.5%) 6(0.4%)  11(0.7%) 

Belper*    

Total population  23,448 23,424 29,356 28,828 36,631 35,981 
Total over 60 1,713 1,713 2,354 2,292 2,497 2,586 
% over 60  7.3 7.3 8.0 7.9 6.8 7.2 
Resident in workhouse 15(0.9%) 9(0.5%) 61(2.6%) 15(0.7%) 96(3.8%) 24(0.9%) 

Resident in almshouses 12(0.7%) 6(0.4%) 12(0.5%) 9(0.4%) 11(0.4%) 6(0.2%) 

Chesterfield    

Total population  23,688 22,107 51,723 47,018 69,393 63,463 
Total over 60 1,589 1,612 2,679 2,638 4,575 4,546 
% over 60          6.7 7.3 5.2 5.6 6.6 7.2 
Resident in workhouse 18(1.1%) 2(0.1%) 54(2.0%)  24(0.9%) 115(2.5%) 42(0.9%) 

Resident in almshouses 3(0.2%) 14(0.9%) 2(0.1%) 17(0.6%) 2(0.0%) 18(0.4%) 

Derby*       

Total population  20,775 22,909 38,681 39,950 51,802 55,025 
Total over 60 1,130 1,379 1,970 2,457 2,978 3,773 
% over 60  5.4 6.0 5.1 6.2 5.7 6.9 
Resident in workhouse 25(2.2%) 21(1.5%) 115(5.8%) 42(1.7%) 175(5.9%) 81(2.4%) 
Resident in almshouses 26(2.3%) 33(2.4%) 19(1.0%) 48(2.0%) 21(0.7%) 42(1.1%) 

Overall Totals 1851 1881 1891 

Total over 60 11,648 17,200 24,085 

      M    F     M     F  M F  

 5,703 5,945 8,398 8,802 11,486 12,599 

Resident in workhouses 105(0.9%) 331(1.9%) 591(2.5%) 

 72(1.3%) 37(0.6%) 244(2.9%) 87(1.0%) 424(3.7%) 167(1.3%) 

Resident in almshouses 103(0.9%) 118(0.1%) 117(0.5%) 

 44(0.8%) 59(1.0%) 37(0.4%) 81(0.9%) 40(0.3%) 77(0.6%) 

 M F M F M F 
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also significant but again proportions of the elderly showed little change. However, the 
percentage figures for the elderly population do mask a considerable numerical change, 
with almost a tripling of numbers for both sexes over the 50 years in Chesterfield and 
Derby; an increase of between 700 and 800 in Belper; and Bakewell showing an increase 
of 150 for men and 450 for women. 

The percentage of the elderly in the union workhouses grew over time from less than one 
per cent in 1851 to 2.5 per cent 50 years later. As the earlier analysis would suggest, this 
was particularly marked in the case of men, the percentages rising from 1.3 per cent in 1851 
to 3.7 per cent in 1901. However, these figures were markedly lower for this age group 
than those reported for Hertfordshire, where the overall percentages were 4.60 in 1851 and 
3.09 in 1891, with the male percentages standing at 6.80 in 1851 and 4.89 in 1891.9 
Throughout the 50 years it was Derby that housed the highest proportion in its workhouse, 
with the male percentage rising from 2.2 in 1851 to 5.5 in 1901. The provision for males in 
Belper showed a marked rise from 0.8 per cent in 1851 to 3.8 per cent 50 years later. As a 
result of these rising numbers of elderly residents in Derbyshire workhouses, the 
percentage contribution made by the almshouse sector shrank, since the only new 
establishment in the period was the Matlock Almshouse (in Bakewell Union) and, despite 
some expansion at Derby Liversage, this was offset by the closure of the Devonshire 
institution. 

Conclusion 

This survey has broadly confirmed previous findings that elderly men were more likely 
to find accommodation in the workhouse than in almshouses, and that in the 
workhouses they outnumbered their female counterparts. It has also revealed that this 
situation was not restricted to the southern agricultural counties examined in earlier 
research. Various reasons  have been suggested  for this gender imbalance: that elderly 
women were better able to look after themselves; that they were more useful to relatives 
(in, for example, caring for children and helping with household chores); and that more 
arduous male employment resulted in earlier and greater need for residential 
accommodation for men.10 Nigel Goose has drawn attention to the special problems 
faced by the aged agricultural labourer in Hertfordshire, where 73 per cent of elderly 
male workhouse inmates in 1851 had been so employed.11 Derbyshire had a more mixed 
economy than Hertfordshire, and in the county as a whole the agricultural sector 
employed less than a quarter of the county’s workforce in 1851 with the manufacturing 
sector accounting for 42 per cent.12 But even in the Ashbourne PLU, where half of those 

9 Goose, ‘Poverty, old age and gender’, 360–2. 
10 Hinde and Turnbull, ‘Population of two Hampshire workhouses’, 49;  Goose, ‘Workhouse populations’, 60; 

D. Englander, Poverty and poor law reform in 19th century Britain, 1834–1914 (London, 1998), 34.   
11 Goose, ‘Poverty, old age and gender’, 361. 
12 Smith, Derbyshire economy, 34. 
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employed worked in the agricultural sector, the agricultural labourer was not 
predominant among the elderly men in the workhouse. In 1851 there were only two 
agricultural labourers among the eight elderly male residents; in 1881 they numbered 
seven in a total of 29 men over 60 with six other labourers of varying kinds and 12 other 
occupations represented. 

In reviewing almshouse provision, the terms of the endowment are significant factors. Of 
the almshouses in this study, four were reserved for men; six for women and six catered 
for both sexes. And, as Alannah Tompkins has pointed out, almshouse trustees could be 
more choosy in the selection of inmates, while poor law officers had restricted options for 
dealing with the aged poor.13 In three of the Derbyshire almshouses, the receipt of poor 
relief was, in fact, a bar to admission.14 Furthermore, in assessing the contribution of 
almshouse provision within a particular PLU, one has to keep in mind that, in some cases, 
admission to almshouses did not depend on a specific residential qualification and does 
not, therefore, as Goose and Basten point out, ‘necessarily reflect the local system of 
welfare’.15 The Derby almshouses illustrate this point. Large’s Hospital provided 
accommodation for the widows of Anglican clergymen with no apparent restriction on 
residential qualification. Three widows of Derbyshire clergymen were among the 
inmates, but all were from outside the Derby PLU, while at an enquiry by the Charity 
Commissioners in 1860 one almswomen was said to be ‘to all intents a non-resident, as 
she keeps a lodging house in London’.16 Nor did the foundation contribute significantly 
towards housing the over 60s: throughout the period the majority of residents were 
below that age. 

The almshouses founded by the Countess of Shrewsbury and Robert Wilmot similarly 
accepted inmates from outside the town. At the 1860 enquiry mentioned above, the then 
governor of Wilmots, Sir Henry Wilmot, stated, ‘ I name whoever I please as inmates…
They do not necessarily belong to Derby, but I think they should be connected to the 
family, old tenants or servants’.17 Similarly, the Duke of Devonshire chose the people to 
be allocated places in the Shrewsbury Almshouse, who came from ‘either old diseased 
servants of the Devonshires or old decayed burghers of Derby’18 So, of the four 
establishments, only Liversages was restricted to residents of the town—indeed to the 
specific parish of St Peter, which in 1881 contained only 19 per cent of the total population 
in the PLU but provided 63 per cent of the almshouse inhabitants. Such was the attraction 
of the facilities offered by the charity that the clerk to the PLU told the Charity 
Commissioners that there was an ‘influx of persons into the parish who wish to obtain a 

13 A Tompkins, ‘Almshouse versus poorhouse: residential welfare in eighteenth century Oxford’, Family and 
Community History, 7 (2004), 45–58. 

14 See also Goose and Basten, ‘Almshouse residency’, 74. 
15 Goose and Basten, ‘Almshouse residency’, 72. 
16 Derby Mercury, 22 August 1860. 
17 Derby Mercury, 29 August 1860. 
18 C. Glover and P. Riden eds, William Woolley’s history of Derbyshire, Derbyshire Records Society (1981), 27–8. 
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settlement, in order to become recipients of the Charity’. This was despite the 
Commissioners criticising the low rate of allowances paid to the inmates (then 4s. to 6s. 
weekly), commenting that ‘Almshouses were of no use whatever if the inmates were to 
be no better than paupers’.19 

This review has hopefully shown that useful information can be obtained from a broad, 
quantitative survey of the respective contributions made by almshouses and workhouses 
to the relief of the elderly. But in reviewing the contribution of almshouse provision, it is 
equally important to take account of the residential and social qualifications for 
admission. As part of the FACHRS almshouse research project, similar data should 
become available for other localities and will thus allow further studies to be 
undertaken, enabling a wider, comparative analysis  across the differing economic and 
social areas of the country. 

 

19 Derby Mercury, 22 August 1860. 




